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Job Description: Midweight UI/UX Designer  
 
Position Type: Permanent. 

Location: Farnborough head office or remote. 

Benefits include:  25 days holiday + 3 additional days over Christmas, private medical insurance, life 
insurance, company pension scheme, Cycle-to-Work scheme, free non-fiction book scheme.  

Working Hours: Full time.  

Start date: ASAP. 

Our mission is to create innovative technology solutions and provide ongoing support that 
improves the delivery of care 

Our new UI/UX Designer will come with 3+ years of experience in digital product design and user 
experience. They will be passionate about understanding users and designing intuitive experiences 
to create value for them.  

This role will drive forward both our product and our design process by working alongside a UX Lead, 
Senior Designers, Product Mangers, User Researcher, and a team of Software Engineers in all stages 
of product discovery and delivery. 

At everyLIFE we design, build, release, manage and support software and applications that are 
crucial parts of the physical care being given to tens of thousands of vulnerable people across the 
UK. We come together to help those who have challenges beyond own control and need to be cared 
for in their own unique way.  

Our ideal teammates are thoughtful, humble, curious and achievement-oriented professionals who 
can both zoom into the details and zoom out to embrace the big picture. We are customer and 
transparent, we act fairly, openly and honestly in everything we do. 

 You will: 

• Be passionate about all aspects of user-centered design with strong visual design skills and 
UX process, creating value for end users. 

• Creative and analytical. Hungry to build an excellent product. 
• Good team collaborator, able to clearly present your work, rationalise your designs and take 

on feedback. 
• Be part of a fast paced and driven product team working alongside a UX lead, senior 

designers, product managers, user researcher, and a team of software engineers in all stages 
of product discovery and delivery. 

• Establish and maintain repeatable design processes with the product and engineering teams 
that will help improve the quality of the company’s work and the efficiency of producing it. 

• Able to use drawing as a fast way to generate ideas for discussion. 
• Have a passion to learn and continually improve.  
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You have: 

• 3+ years experience in digital product design, and user experience. Although we’ll consider 
any level of experience if you can demonstrate strong examples of user centered design and a 
design portfolio. 

• Proficient in key design tools (e.g. Sketch, Figma, Adobe Creative Cloud, Zeplin, InVision). 
• Experience of producing rapid design prototypes, intuitive mobile and web experiences. 
• Experience designing for mobile and web platforms, comfortable designing for iOS or 

Android. 
• Evidence of attention to detail in your work, this role will require design across platforms and 

devices, visual consistency is demonstrated. 
• Clear communication skills, with great writing ability. 
• Ability to take ownership of projects and work on multiple themes at a time.  
• Some understanding of the software development lifecycle and a pragmatic approach to 

digital product design. 

You may have: 

• Bachelor’s degree in Visual Communication, Graphic Design, Computer Science or related field. 
• Knowledge and appreciation for customer insight techniques: conversations, prototyping, 

usability testing and MVP design. 
• Some knowledge of the care sector and in care delivery. 
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